Computational study of the potential role of chemotaxis in enhancing the cell seeding of tissue engineering scaffolds.
Chemotaxis is a morphogenetic mechanism that consists of cell movement along a concentration gradient. Since cell adhesion is essential for cell migration and tissue integrity, and morphogenesis also involves chemotactic cell movement, we conducted a study of the influence of adhesion and chemotaxis on cell seeding of scaffolds. We built three-dimensional models of a cell aggregate, respectively of a cell suspension, in the vicinity of a porous scaffold that contained a chemoattractant substance. We assumed that the chemoattractant is released at a steady rate, creating a constant concentration gradient. To study the interplay of adhesion and chemotaxis, we simulated cell seeding using an algorithm based on the Metropolis Monte Carlo method. We varied the chemotactic strength, which describes the extent to which cells tend to move along the chemoattractant gradient. We found that, for the same energetic and geometric conditions, the distribution of cells within the scaffold hinges on the chemotactic strength. Our study suggests that cell seeding of tissue engineering scaffolds may be enhanced by incorporating chemoattractants of controlled release rate into the scaffold.